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ABSTRACT
Introduction:Neovascular age-related macular degeneration
(nAMD) is a major factor contributing to blindness and
impaired visual acuity in elderly people. The
pathophysiology of nAMD involves excessive inflammation
events in the macula. Thus, it is crucial to study the
dynamics of an important pro-inflammatory cytokine,
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ).

Materials and Methods: This research is aimed to investigate
plasma IFN-ϒ profiles of patients with nAMD. In this cross-
sectional study, blood plasma samples of 16 patients with
AMD and 23 age-matched controls were collected. Samples
were examined for two inflammatory cytokines (IFN-ϒ) using
a commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay.Acquired data were log transformed to normalize any
outliers before conducting student’st-test using the SPSS
software.

Results: IFN-ϒ levels were higher in the control group,
without statistically significant difference between the two
groups.

Conclusion: IFN-ϒ levels were not significantly different
between patients with AMD and controls. 
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INTRODUCTION
Neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) is a
major risk factor for impaired central visual acuity and
irreversible blindness.1,2 Genetics plays a key role in the onset
of nAMD. Epidemiological study conducted in Indonesia
showed a strong association of rs11200638 High temperature
requirement factor A1 (HTRA1),3 rs10490924 HTRA1/Age-
related maculopathy susceptibility 2 (ARMS2), del443ins54
ARMS2, and rs10490924 Complement factor H (CFH)
polymorphisms with the onset of nAMD.4 However, other
studies have failed to show a correlation of interleukin-1beta
(IL-1β)5 and HTRA16 protein levels with nAMD pathogenesis.

The aetiology of nAMD is characterized by retinal swelling,
which is caused by abnormal vascularization, leading to
leaky blood vessel formation in the macula. Genetic and
epidemiological evidence indicate the key role of
inflammation in nAMD. An important pro-inflammatory
cytokine, interferon-gamma (IFN-γ), is considered a vital
factor in nAMD onset. Recent studies indicate an emerging
relationship between IFN-γ and mechanisms underlying
AMD pathogenesis. Alone or along with other pro-
inflammatory factors such as IL-1β and tumour necrosis
factor-alpha, IFN-γ appears to trigger inflammatory
pathways7 and its associated biomarkers, including the
complement cascade,as well as recruit immune cells such as
macrophages, microglia, natural killer, and Tcells.8–11

Reportedly, in the affected eyes, cytokines were observed in
the outer retina and drusen.12–14 Excessive cytokines could
compromise photoreceptors,14,15 leading to central vision
impairment or blindness. The pathways activated by IFN-γ
are interconnected in a complicated manner and are not
fully understood. Furthermore, clinical data related to IFN-γ
and AMD therapy are limited. The possibility of using IFN-γ
as target for AMD therapy remains debatable. Accordingly,
the present research aimed to investigate IFN-γ levels in
patients with nAMD and age-matched controls.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This cross-sectional case control study was approved by the
Medical and Health Research Ethics Committee, Faculty of
Medicine, Public Health and Nursing (FK-KMK) UGM,
Universitas Gadjah Mada (approval no.: KE-FK-0215-EC-
2021). Following screening, 38 patients with AMD and 16
age-matched control were included. Recruitment was
conducted from January until August 2019. All participants
understood and signed informed consent form before
undergoing ophthalmic testing and blood collection. Only
patients without other retinal or systemic diseases were
included to rule out the effect of other disease. All patients
underwent standard eye examination, including visual
acuity assessment, fundus imaging, and optical coherence
tomography to diagnose nAMD or verify the control eye
group. A structured questionnaire was used to collect baseline
data regarding lifestyle, including smoking status (active or
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Variables nAMD (n:16; %) Age-matched control (n:23/%) p-value
Sex

Male 58 52 0.301
Female 42 46

Age (years)
<59 23 8 0.235
60–69 35 52
70–79 35 30
>80 5 8

Smoking status
Yes 23 30.5% 0,23
No 76 69.5%

Blood pressure (mmHg)
Hypertension 35.2% 21.7% 0,4
Normal 64.8% 78.3%

Cytokines (mean (±SD))
IFN-γ (pg/mL) 14.88 (± 6.96) 18.70 (± 17.93) 0.087

Table I: Characteristics of patients with AMD and age-matched control

passive) and indoor/outdoor working activity of AMD and
control groups. The study was conducted at Dr. Sardjito
Central General Hospital, Dr. S. Hardjolukito Air Force Main
Hospital, and Dr. Yap Eye Hospital, Yogyakarta. ELISA was
conducted at the Integrated Research Laboratory, FK-KMK,
UGM.

Whole blood was centrifuged (1,000 ×g for 15 min), and the
upper layer was collected to retrieve plasma. ELISA was
performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol
(Finetest®, Wuhan Fine Biotech, Wuhan, China). First, 100
μL of the plasma sample and the standard solution each was
placed into 96-well plates, followed by incubation for 37°C for
90 min. After discarding the mixture and standard,the empty
plate was washed twice, and 100 μLof Biotin was added to
each well before incubating the plate at 37°C for 60 min.
Next, the mixture was discarded, and the plate was washed
three times. Subsequently, streptavidin conjugate buffer was
added before incubating at 37°C for 30 min. Finally, the
mixture was discarded, and the plate was washed five times.
Then, 90 μLof TMB substrate buffer was added before
incubating the plate at 37°C for 10–20 min (depending on the
change in color) in the dark. Immediately after the color
accurately changed according to the standard chart, 50 μLof

Fig. 1: Funduscopic image of the affected eye (left) and clear normal eye (right). Hemorrhage and neovascularization were observed
in the affected eye.

Fig. 2: Pro- and anti-inflammatory roles of IFN-γ in nAMD
pathogenesis
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stop solution was added. Then,using a microplate reader,the
optical density at 450 nm obtained, which was interpolated
into nanogram per milliliter using the CurveExpert 1.4
software.

All acquired data were analyzed using the Mann–Whitney
Test (SPSS) for unevenly distributed data. The obtained results
were expressed as means and standard deviations with 95%
confidence interval (CI) to determineany association between
IFN- γ level and the incidence of AMD.

RESULTS
All patients with AMD or age-matched controls were
diagnosed by an ophthalmologist (Fig. 1). For statistical
analysis, the data from 16 patients with AMD and 23 age-
matched controls were used.

In the nAMD and control groups, the mean value of
circulating IFN-y was 14.88 ± 6.96pg/mLand 18.70 ±
17.93pg/mL, respectively. There was no positive association
between cytokine level and AMD (p> 0.05, 95% CI:12.650 –
21.606) (Table I).

Baseline parameterswere similar in the case and control
groups. The majority of subjects were non-smokers (76% in
nAMD group and 69.5% in control group) and had normal
blood pressure (64.8 mmHg in nAMD group and 78.3 mmHg
in control group).

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting the
association between circulating IFN-γ level and neovascular
AMD in an Indonesian population. The results suggest that
IFN-γ levels were not associated with AMD. Patients with
AMD had lower IFN-γ cytokine level than controls. However,
there was no association between IFN-γ cytokine level and
nAMD onset (p>0.05, 95% CI).

In exudative nAMD, it is not clear what the role of IFN-
gamma is, since IFN-γ can either maintain or inhibit
inflammation in different ways (Figure 2). Several reports
have demonstrated the role of IFN-γ in initiating
immunomodulatory and protective functions. However, IFN-
γ was reported as a pro-inflammatory factor in nAMD.8,16 In
addition, IFN-γ inhibits the angiogenic activity of VEGF via
the activation of the STAT1 pathway in human endothelial
cells17, while also down-regulating Vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) mRNA in a dose-dependent manner18.
This process might be of potential in AMD therapy. Therefore,
IFN-γ-associated STAT1 activation may be beneficial.

Interestingly, another study has suggested that IFN-γ can
mediate VEGF expression in Retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) cells through the PI-3K/Akt/mTOR/p70 S6 kinase
pathway and is independent of STAT1.19 Another piece of
evidence comes from the study demonstrating IFN-γ up-
regulating CFH expression in RPE cells.20 CFH can keep the
complement cascade in check and prevent tissue injury from
excessive complement activation.21 CFH is transcriptionally
upregulated by STAT1; however, oxidative stress, one of the

most important risk factors for AMD, can disrupt this process
by acetylating FOXO3, which competes with STAT1 for
binding to the CFH promoter.22,23 Reportedly, STAT1-deficient
mice were highly susceptible to autoimmune disorders24, and
considering this response pattern, AMD may be considered
an autoimmune disease.25,26

One limitation of this study was that only patients with
nAMD who were only in the most severe stage of the disease
were included. At this stage, IFN-γ may no longer play an
important role in inducing or maintaining AMD condition.
Further studies should recruit patients in the early and
intermediate stages of AMD to compare cytokines levels. Our
findings may also be limited due to the lack of samples in the
study groups. Future studies with larger number of samples
are required to validate and better understand the
association between IFN-γconcentration and AMD incidence.

CONCLUSION
Although insignificant, higher concentrations of IFN-γ were
observed in the control group than in the AMD group.
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